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DOCUMENTS OF PERFORMANCE
IN EARLY MODERN ENGLAND
As well as ‘play-makers’ and ‘poets’, playwrights of the early modern
period were known as ‘play-patchers’ because their texts were made
from separate documents. This book is the first to consider all the
papers created by authors and theatres by the time of the opening
performance, recovering types of script not previously known to
have existed. With chapters on plot-scenarios, arguments, playbills,
prologues and epilogues, songs, staged scrolls, backstage-plots and
parts, it shows how textually distinct production was from any single
unified book. And, as performance documents were easily lost,
relegated or reused, the story of a play’s patchy creation also becomes
the story of its co-authorship, cuts, revisions and additions. Using
a large body of fresh evidence, Documents of Performance brings a
wholly new reading of printed and manuscript playbooks of the
Shakespearean period, redefining what a play, and what a playwright, actually is.
tiffan y st ern is Professor of Early Modern Drama at Oxford
University, and the Beaverbrook and Bouverie Fellow and Tutor in
English Literature at University College, Oxford. She specialises in
Shakespeare, theatre history from the sixteenth to the eighteenth
century, book history and editing. Her previous publications include
Shakespeare in Parts (co-written with Simon Palfrey, 2007, and
winner of the 2009 David Bevington Award for Best New Book in
Early Drama Studies), Making Shakespeare (2004) and Rehearsal
from Shakespeare to Sheridan (2000).
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Textual note

As typeface, pagination and layout are so often relevant to the argument
made here, all printed early modern texts are quoted from the original
early modern source where possible, though speech-prefixes have sometimes been expanded or regularised for the sake of clarity. As a result,
some plays are quoted under an authorship now disputed (for instance,
not all of the plays in the 1647 or 1679 Beaumont and Fletcher folio
include Beaumont’s hand, whilst Massinger’s major contribution to them
is not acknowledged); when this is the case, the identity of the people said
to be the ‘real’ authors will be added to the text in the footnote. As the
point being made, however, is how often certain passages even in plays of
seemingly undisputed authorship are in fact by other authors – or the
same author, but writing at another point in time – it need not be
assumed that any of the identified authors are in fact writers of the
fragment in question; similarly, dates of performance are not generally
supplied as it cannot be assumed that a ‘fragment’ shares a date with the
rest of its play (prologues, epilogues, songs often constitute later additions). All titles and character names are given in old spelling, with the
exception of Shakespeare’s plays where, for ease of reference, the conventional modern spelling names of plays are used, though texts are quoted
from quartos (from the facsimiles prepared by Michael J. B. Allen and
Kenneth Muir: Shakespeare’s Plays in Quarto: A Facsimile Edition of Copies
Primarily from the Henry E. Huntington Library (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 1981)) and the Folio (from the facsimile prepared
by Charlton Hinman, Mr. William Shakespeares Comedies, Histories, &
Tragedies (New York: Norton, 1968)), using the through-line-numbers
(tln) of that edition. For plays in manuscript, an edition of that
manuscript preserving its features (a Malone Society edition or equivalent) is quoted when there is one; otherwise the manuscript itself is quoted

xiii
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Textual note

from source, as are all other unedited manuscript fragments. Manuscript
compilations, variously catalogued as ‘miscellanies’, ‘commonplace books’,
‘table-books’, ‘notebooks’, are here called ‘miscellanies’: full shelf-mark
numbers for them are supplied, and page or folio numbers when possible.
For all manuscripts, spelling and punctuation are retained, but alphabetic
conventions i/j and v/u are regularised and contractions are expanded.
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